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LACF Mission  
Exceptionally, the publication of our annual report 2017 having been deferred, we opted for the issuance of a combined 2017-
18 edition.  The Foundation is doing well, and we are pleased to share with you the highlights of the activities from our last 
two years.  
 
The mission of the Landscape Architecture Foundation of Canada (LACF-FAPC) is to promote the ideals and values of the 
landscape architecture profession – these core values are shared by individuals as well as groups and organizations located 
far beyond our professional framework.  The main objectives of the LACF-FAPC is to support research, communication and 
education in landscape architecture in Canada.  
 
LACF-FAPC celebrated its 30th Birthday in 2018.  Created in 1988, LACF has grown to a Foundation with a solid endowment 
fund, with monies from the fund supporting scholarships, grants, research and special projects.  The generosity of our 
communities (Fellows, Landscape Architects and Industry) has resulted in total donations since 1988 to exceed 1 million 
dollars.  These donations have helped create an endowment fund and has supported scholarships and over 150 research, 
communication and special projects.  Donations in 2017 ($135,000) and 2018 ($217,100) are record years helping create an 
endowment fund of $863,000.00.   
 
These revenues come from donations from individuals, landscape architecture firms, other disciplines, our members as well 
as from the CSLA’s component associations and from suppliers.  We want to highlight here the outstanding contribution of 
Maglin Site Furniture (http://www.maglin.com) for their generous contributions over the years. 
 
Thanks to these generous contributors, the Foundation has provided financial support by awarding scholarships to students 
of accredited landscape architecture programs in Canada, and by supporting research and communication projects for both 
professionals and students.  The proceeds of these awards contribute to the enhancement of the role of landscape architects 
in particular, but not exclusively, while emphasizing the importance of landscape in Canada.  
 
Summary of Activities 
LACF-FAPC has more than 110 members, members are "all persons" who contribute a minimum donation of $100 to the 
Foundation.    
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Strong Increases in Contribution 
With increased work and renewed fundraising efforts we have succeeded, in the last 2 years, 2017-18, to increase contributions 
setting a new record of $354,400.00.  This includes generous contributions of $30,000 by Maglin Urban Furniture, a company 
well known for their excellent landscaping products, we are particularly grateful for the continuous support.  We would also 
like to thank the BCSLA, which in 2017 transferred an amount of $31,000 to the Foundation to endow the UBC - Robillard 
Scholarship.  In addition to the BCSLA Scholarship, 2017-18, 3 other new Funds (2 Bursaries &-1 Scholarship) were added via 
donations; the Danièle Routabloule Travel Bursary, the Donald Graham Bursary in Communications Bursary and the Alain 
Lamontagne Scholarship, additional details of these new funds provided later in this report.  We warmly thank Danièle 
Routaboule, the Graham family, BCSLA and Durante Kreuk Ltd who made these possible.  
 
The passing of Donald W. Graham 
In 2017, Don Graham, founding member of LACF, CSLA Fellow and acclaimed Landscape Architect passed away.  Don will be 
remembered not only for his enormous body of work but his love of the profession which he communicated brilliantly in his 
writing, projects, in a career that spanned over several decades both in private and public area.  We are forever grateful for his 
support of LACF, and thankful to him and to his family for setting up a Bursary that will preserve his heritage.  The inaugural 
award for this bursary was awarded earlier this year.  
 
Renewing our Fundraising Policy 
The board has set up a working group in order to update and renew our fundraising approach.  Under the leadership of several 
members, Gerry Eckford, Ed Versteeg, Eha Naylor, Sara Gruetzner, Jill Robertson Wendy Graham and Peter Kreuk, the 
committee put forward a new policy that will be reviewed and finalized in the first few months of 2019.  One of the objectives 
of the new policy is to solicit the financial participation of the firms and Trade Companies in Landscape Architecture.  This will 
contribute to the advancement of our mission, and better promote the contribution of our corporate donors on our website 
and our various news releases. 
 
Treasury  
Our Treasurer, Peter Kreuk, supported by his assistant, Judy Bennett, works tirelessly to maintain the association's finances 
in good order and to communicate the results to both the board members and our membership.  We would also like to thank 
Eha Naylor and the other board members who are assisting us in these fundamental tasks.  Significant efforts were made in 
our communications; now relevant information on each of our funds are communicated separately in an ongoing way 
throughout the year. Donors can now follow in detail the progress of the scholarships they support.  In addition, we can now 
issue the majority of the receipts for tax purposes through an automated system, allowing donors to have their documents 
on hand almost as soon as their donation is registered.  We would like to thank the sustained efforts of Judy Bennett, of the 
office of Durante Kreuk Ltd, as well as Peter Kreuk for diligently following up and communicating our financial information.  
 
You will find attached, a summary table of the progress of our funds, a summary of activities 2018, for more information see 
our website or communicate with us, we will be pleased to submit additional information. Like any foundation, we are subject 
to the market variations, although the last quarter of 2018 was not so good, our revenues grow and our expenses remain 
relatively low, allowing us to maximize our financial support for programs.  
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The ASK – Campaign of Fellows 
The CSLA College of Fellows, under the leadership of its president Alan Duncan, and supported by Wendy Graham of our 
board, launch the annual campaign of the Fellows in the fall of each year.  The Fellows have been an outstanding help and 
have enriched the Foundation by his vision and financial contribution.  This has been the case since the beginning of the 
foundation's creation some 30 years ago.  The Foundation is proud of this long tradition of collaboration between the two 
organizations.  
 
The auctions held at the CSLA Gala in 2017 and 2018 (Montreal and Toronto) have resulted in new successes!  As it is now the 
custom, the CSLA closing Gala was used to hold our annual auction.  These two evenings contribute more than 50% of our 
fundraising efforts.  The foundation remains indebted to all the Fellows and the CSLA members who contributed without 
their financial support we could not deliver all of our services.  A special thanks to the support and the complicity of the CSLA 
which allows us to take advantage of this remarkable platform at its annual Gala, a special thank you to Michelle Legault, 
this allows us to advance the common values of our 2 organizations.  
 
Frances McLeod Blue Fund 
As it does every year, LACF-FAPC donated $1.000 to the Frances McLeod Blue Fund in 2017-18, in memory of Ms. Blue's 
generous contribution to the foundation.  This sum allows students to be hired to list the many documents from the Macklin 
Hancock collection held by the University of Guelph Archives.  Over the years a total of $17,000 have been provided to the 
Guelph Archives.  The Fund supports the digitalization and archival works of precious historic material that are made available 
to students and researchers in Landscape Architecture.  LACF is proud of this accomplishment in supporting and preserving 
the history of the profession.    
 
Annual Grants Program 
The annual Grants program has two components, the first is our Annual Grants program available to Professionals and 
Students.  The second component comes from the LACF specialized funds such as the Gunter A. Schoch Bursary on the History 
of the Profession; The Northern Research Bursary whose goal is to promote the interest and advancement of research in 
Northern Canada; The Donald Graham Bursary in Communication and the recent Danièle Routaboule Travel Bursary created in 
November 2018 by Ms. Danièle Routabloule. 
 
The annual Grants Committee, chaired by board member Faye Langmaid, manages all of these awards which are evaluated 
annually in the fall after a call for proposal.  The winners are announced in January of each year.  As always, the programs of 
2017 and 2018 were received once again with a great interest.  In 2017 a total of $20,000 in various grants were awarded, while 
in 2018 the program was increased to $30.000.  Thanks to the efforts of a jury representing the various spheres of the 
profession and a high level of competence, the winners 2017 and 2018 were chosen and you can consult the detailed list of 
the winning proposals at the attached link.  For the complete repertoire of scholarships granted by the LACF 
(https://lacf.ca/fr/grants-portfolio) The award recipients are warmly congratulated and we wish to acknowledge and thank 
the Committee members Ed Versteeg, Joanne Proulx, John Zvonar, Nataša Juck, Hope Parnham, Randall Sharp and Karen 
LeGresley Hamre and Vincent Asselin. A detailed Grants report is available on line. A list of projects is included in the Annexe 
to this report.  
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Scholarships 
The annual Scholarship Committee, chaired by board member Ron Middleton until 2017, manages all LACF Scholarships.  In 
November 2018 Cecelia Paine was appointed as new Scholarship Committee Chair.  
 

Changes in our Scholarships 
Following an in-depth assessment, the board of Directors Consolidated and reviewed some of our Scholarships.  The major 
changes include the development of a significant new national scholarship, the Frederic G. Todd Scholarship, and revamped 
Andre Schwabenbauer Scholarships.  The creation of the National Frederic G. Todd Scholarship and the redesign of the Andre 
Schwabenbauer Scholarship (see text below) is a major change that will bring new support to Students in Landscape 
Architecture in Canada.  In addition to these changes, a new scholarship was created in 2018 by Durante Kreuk Ltd. in the 
memory of Alain Lamontagne, which will have the inaugural award in 2019.  https://lacf.ca/activities/scholarship-program 
 
Frederic Gage Todd National Scholarship 
The Board has decided to create a new national scholarship, the Frederic G Todd Scholarship.  This scholarship will be managed 
by the Foundation and will become our most significant Scholarship, with an inaugural award of minimally $5000.00.  
Needless to stress the importance of F.G. Todd, as Canada's first resident landscape architect. Todd was established in 
Montreal from 1900 until his death in 1948.  His footprint on Canadian territory goes from St. Johns Newfoundland to 
Vancouver, BC.  His projects have enhanced the cities in which they were carried out and this included most of Canadian 
capitals.  This substantial annual scholarship will provide significant financial support for a candidate who is enrolled in an 
accredited program in Canada.  The final definition of the Policy is expected to be completed in the early 2019 and a first award 
is planned for 2020.   In the coming years, this will become our major focus of our Fundraising activities as we would like to 
increase the size of this award. 
 
Reviewing and Adapting our Scholarship  
Once again, the foundation maintained and extended its objective to provide one Scholarship per accredited program in 
Canada by awarding a total of 6 scholarships in 2017 and with the addition of the Calgary program in 2018, to a total of 7 
scholarships. The ultimate objective of the policy is to create jointly between the foundation, the university programs and the 
constituent associations a perennial scholarship ensuring that each program receives at least one scholarship of $1.000.  
These Scholarships are already endowed in British Columbia, Manitoba, Québec and the Atlantic Provinces. The new program 
at Calgary, and the 3 programs in Ontario are well on the route to be endowed. In 2018, a new Alain Lamontagne Scholarship 
(to be awarded for a student of Guelph) was fully endowed.  We look forward to your continuous support in this final stage of 
endowing the remaining Scholarships in Ontario and Calgary.  
 
The new Andre Schwabenbauer Scholarships 
The Andre Schwabenbauer Scholarship has existed for several years, with the inaugural award in 2006.  Iin recent years the 
board has had been revisiting, with the support of Andre's family, the application of this award.  Respecting the wishes of the 
family and the reasons for which the Scholarship was created in 2005-06, the Board decided to reallocate the assets of the 
Andre Schwabenbauer fund to endow 2 new awards. The original Andre Schwabenbauer Scholarship was split in 2, creating 
and Endowed Scholarship at NAIT and 1 at University of Manitoba. These changes were approved by the Board in in 2018 and 
will be applied in 2019. 
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• Andre Schwabenbauer NAIT Scholarship 
The NAIT Scholarship (Northern Alberta Institute of Technology) will be awarded to a student who wishes to 
pursue studies in an accredited landscape architecture program.  This scholarship reflects Andre’s active support 
and participation in the creation of NAIT's program. 

 
• Andre Schwabenbauer University of Manitoba Scholarship 

The Scholarship for the University of Manitoba Landscape Architecture Program will be identical to those available 
in other accredited Landscape Architecture Programs.  It is important to note that Andre was a graduate of the 
University of Manitoba.   

 
A Review of Scholarships 
 
Atlantic Provinces  
Two Scholarships are established in collaboration with the APALA; the Peter Klynstra Memorial Scholarship and the Dalhousie 
University Program Scholarship.  Thanks to the hard work of the members of the Atlantic Provinces, a Scholarship was 
inaugurated in 2017 for the new program in Landscape Architecture at Dalhousie University.  For more information, follow the 
attached links, and we thank and acclaim both the Members who have been able to bring this initiative forward as well as the 
faculty of the program.   

• https://lacf.ca/activities/scholarship-awards-and-bursaries-0 
• https://lacf.ca/news-updates/announcing-atlantic-landscape-lacf-dalhousie-scholarship 

 
Quebec 
Since October 2015 the Foundation, in conjunction with AAPQ, has launched a fund-raising campaign during the celebrations 
of the 50th anniversary of the AAPQ. With this year's contributions, this fund is now endowed.   

• https://lacf.ca/activities/lacf-aapq-50  
 
Ontario 
Ontario has 3 accredited Landscape Architecture Programs; Bachelor's degree University of Guelph, Master’s degree University 
of Guelph, Master’s degree University of Toronto.  Thus, the foundation created 3 separate funds and the Scholarships were 
awarded in 2017 and 2018.  Although the funds are not fully endowed, we hope that the fundraising of the first few months 
of 2019 will succeed in filling the shortfalls.  In addition to these 3 scholarships in 2018 the Alain Lamontagne Scholarship was 
added for a student in the University of Guelph Bachelor’s program. 
 
Manitoba 
With the changes brought to the Andre Schwabenbauer Fund, the foundation was able to fully endow the University of 
Manitoba Scholarship. 
 
Saskatchewan 
In 2016, SALA decided to partner with LACF on their ongoing Academic Scholarship awarded annually to a resident of 
Saskatchewan.  2018 marked the 30th Anniversary of this award and to celebrate this anniversary SALA provided a second 
additional scholarship in the amount of the inaugural scholarship. 
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Alberta 
With the accreditation of the University of Calgary's Landscape Architecture Program it is a seventh scholarship that was 
added in 2018.  Although the fund is not yet fully endowed, we are confident that this will be completed shortly.  The balance 
of the original Andre Schwabenbauer fund (after endowing the University of Manitoba and NAIT) went to the University of 
Calgary fund.  The NAIT (Northern Alberta Institute of Technology) Landscape Architectural Technology Program is the second 
program in Alberta with a fully endowed scholarship.   
 
British Columbia 
The UBC program Scholarship is fully endowed and is still growing, now with more than $45,000 collected the Scholarship is 
well established and successful. Thank you to all the donors, and Peter Kreuk in particular, who managed to accomplish this 
success. Learn more about this scholarship.  https://lacf.ca/activities/lacf-ubc-scholarship  In 2018 BCSLA decided to partner 
with LACF for the BCSLA Robillard Scholarship in Landscape Architecture, an award originally established in 1982 for a student 
at UBC.  https://lacf.ca/activities/bcsla-robillard-lacf-scholarship   
 
Special project in 2018 
The Foundation received and awarded a request for a special project submitted by Claude Cormier for the publication of the 
book ‘SERIOUS FUN, the landscapes of Claude Cormier’, an essay by Marc Treib and Susan Herrington.  An amount of $10,000 
was awarded to support the publication of the book which is expected towards the end of 2019.  As indicated by its name, a 
special project is not part of the annual grants awards and may be submitted to the Foundation, its assessment and study is 
done after a recommendation of the Grants Committee and the Executive Committee and it is reviewed by all members of 
the Board.  The Foundation has supported several special projects over the years, such as: 

• Landscape + Paysage magazine, 
• Ron Williams’ book, the History of Landscape Architecture of Canada, 
• the participation of Pierre Bélanger at the Venice Biennale. 

 

Communications 
As always, Wendy Graham works diligently as chair of the Communications committee, she is supported by Faye Langmaid, 
Nathalie Walliser, Laetitia Chastel.(volunteer) and Jill Robertson.  The Committee has done a tremendous amount of work for 
many years. This allows us to keep our members and the public informed of the activities and results of our actions.  In 
addition, in 2018 Wendy and her team are working on the redesign of the website as well as on the development of a new 
communication plan. The new website should be online in the first quarter of 2019. This new site will be more user friendly 
and easy to access and we intend to enrich it with even more content.   
 
An electronic newsletter is now regularly published and relates the foundation's main events and activities.  A considerable 
effort is put forward on translating the content and updating all relevant information. We aim to put more and more content 
online in order to make accessible and visible the many projects we support.  
 
Board of Directors 2017-2018  
As is the case each year, in 2017 and 2018 some Board Members’ came to the end of their term.  In 2017, Randy Sharp, decided 
not to renew his mandate, and new members joined the Board in 2017, we welcome Bob Somers and Mr. Arnis Budrevics.  In 
2018, it was the end of the term of both Ron Middleton and Peter Briggs who did not wish to renew their mandate, Mr. Gerry 
Eckford and Ms. Jill Robertson were welcomed to the board.  
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A few words about our outgoing members. Randy Sharp contributed greatly to the advancement of the Foundation's mission 
by working on the Fundraising Committee ensuring a greater financial support from our programs. Working closely with Peter 
Kreuk he helped greatly in our achievements on many fundraising undertakings. The Board salutes and thanks Randy for his 
continuous support. Peter Briggs has served on the foundation board following his tenure as president of the CSLA. Peter 
stood out by setting up the first auction at the CSLA Gala. With great success, this evening of 2014 remains marked in our 
history. This initiative has been reconvened annually since then and remains our largest fund-raising activity. It has open up 
new possibilities for and enriched our activities of sharing and supporting our mission. LACF. Ron Middleton has served on 
the board for many years, he did not solicit a renewal of his terms. Ron, who with his unique expertise guided the foundation 
by participating in numerous committees and task forces, in particular as Vice-President since 2015. Ron is part of the 
foundation corporate memory, but we know he will continue to assist and guide when needed. It is difficult to find the right 
words to thank all of these unique individuals for their extraordinary contribution to the foundation, but we hope they will 
remain active and provide assistant when needed.  
 
Judy Bennett joined the foundation as assistant to the treasurer in 2016 and has accepted, since December 2018, to assist 
members of the executive as Executive Secretary.  Although her task is part-time, her contribution is remarkable and greatly 
appreciated by all.  We thank Judy for her diligent and professional work that allows us to better communicate with our 
members and allows us to achieve better results.  
 
All these activities require a sense of dedication and a remarkable professionalism and we would like to thank all the members 
of the Board. We also take this opportunity to underline our great appreciation to all our members and donators who, through 
their generous financial support and time contribution, allow the foundation to continue its mission.  
 
We hope that we will be able to enjoy your continuous support in 2019 and for many years to come, this allows us to meet 
our mission and support Research, Communication and Education in Landscape Architecture in Canada.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
  
Vincent Asselin, C.Q., FCSLA  
LACF President  
 
Members of the Board 2017 
Vincent Asselin (Chair), Ron Middleton (Vice President), Peter Kreuk (Treasurer), Karen LeGresley Hamre (Secretary), Cecelia 
Paine (outgoing president), Peter Kreuk, Wendy Graham, Faye E. Langmaid, Eha Naylor, Cathy Sears, Ed Versteeg, Natalie 
Walliser; Sara Jane Gruetzner, Arnis Budrevics, Bob Somers,   
 
Members of the Board 2018 
Vincent Asselin (Chair), Eha Naylor (Vice-Chair), Peter Kreuk (Treasurer), Karen LeGresley Hamre (Secretary), Cecelia Paine 
(outgoing president), Wendy Graham, Faye E. Langmaid, Cathy Sears, Ed Versteeg, Natalie Walliser; Sara Jane Gruetzner, 
Arnis Budrevics, Bob Somers, Jill Robertson, Gerry Eckford.  
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LACF|FAPC Donation Summary - December 31, 2018 - Final Revision 2019-02-04

Item
2017 Net 
Donations

Donations to Dec 
31, 2018 Fees*  Net Donations 

Total Donations 136,190.00$        217,090.00$       1,170.00$             215,920.00$       
CSLA Congress - Reverse Auction 39,350.00$         77,320.00$          660.00$                76,660.00$          

College of Fellows ASK 240.00$                1,600.00$            -$                       1,600.00$            

Industry 10,000.00$        22,400.00$         -$                       22,400.00$         

CSLA Component Organizations 43,080.00$         16,750.00$          -$                       16,750.00$          

Bequests & In Memorium 15,030.00$         10,500.00$         -$                       10,500.00$         

Governor General Dinner -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       

Other Donations 28,490.00$         88,530.00$         450.00$                88,080.00$         

LACF|FAPC Financial Summary - December 31, 2018

Item 2017 Year End  Change 
Value at                        

Dec 31 2018  Disbursed 

Totals 744,640.00$     119,140.00$        863,790.00$       39,280.00$         
National Bank - General 509,440.00$      275,440.00$       784,880.00$       6,770.00$             

National Bank - Pending Deposit -$                       4,440.00$            4,440.00$            Grants & Bursaries 17,000.00$         

National Bank - GS 57,910.00$          (57,910.00)$         -$                       Scholarships 14,350.00$          

Vancity 5,280.00$            (5,280.00)$          74,960.00$          Student Support -$                       

Vancity - Pending Deposits -$                       -$                       5,180.00$            1,160.00$             

Vancity - Outstanding Cheques -$                       -$                       (9,950.00)$          

Canada Helps - To be disbursed 4,300.00$           (4,300.00)$          4,050.00$           

Paypal - To be disbursed 5,020.00$           (5,020.00)$          230.00$                

4.21%
$26,062.54

31,350.00$          

* Canada Helps and PayPal processing fees. ** All amounts have been rounded to the nearest $10 value.

Totals

Administration Costs

Translations

Change

79,810.00$         

37,310.00$          

1,360.00$            

12,400.00$         

-$                       

59,600.00$        

LACF|FAPC Expense Summary - 
December 31, 2018

Item

(26,330.00)$       

(4,530.00)$          

Item  Disbursed 

Total Disbursed
CRA 3.5% Requirement

LACF Disbursements
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 Finance / Les Finances



LACF|FAPC Fund Allocation (Net) - December 31, 2018 - Final Revision 2019-02-04

Item
2017 Net 
Donations 2017 Year End

Donations to     
Dec 31 2018 ROI

Estimated 
Present Value

Totals 136,190.00$        744,640.00$     215,920.00$       (53,510.00)$        863,790.00$       

General Funds | Research Communications 23,370.00$          351,620.00$       32,740.00$          (23,130.00)$        333,310.00$       

Andre Schwabenbauer National Scholarship 920.00$                67,690.00$          -$                       (4,910.00)$           55,780.00$          

LACF Frederick Gage Todd National Scholarship -$                       -$                       390.00$                -$                       390.00$                

Peter Klynstra Memorial Scholarship 2,880.00$            31,780.00$          80.00$                  (2,310.00)$           28,550.00$         

UBC Scholarship in Landscape Architecture 3,110.00$             48,930.00$         6,320.00$            (3,830.00)$          49,920.00$         

SALA Academic Award 390.00$                53,150.00$          1,980.00$            (3,930.00)$          49,350.00$         

Bourse d’étude du 50e anniversaire de l’AAPQ 12,420.00$          32,130.00$          2,500.00$           (2,460.00)$          31,170.00$           

University of Calgary 5,080.00$           8,940.00$            6,260.00$            (920.00)$              14,280.00$          

University of Guelph BLA 7,110.00$             7,120.00$             21,230.00$          (1,410.00)$           26,940.00$         

University of Guelph MLA 5,760.00$            5,760.00$            13,880.00$          (990.00)$              18,650.00$          

University of Toronto MLA 2,600.00$           4,700.00$            22,670.00$          (1,170.00)$            26,200.00$         

Andre Schwabenbauer University of Manitoba MLA 10,110.00$          10,120.00$          11,400.00$          (830.00)$              20,690.00$         

Atlantic Landscape Dalhousie Scholarship 1,600.00$            600.00$               6,040.00$           (260.00)$              5,390.00$            

BCSLA Robillard Scholarship in Landscape 
Architecture

31,230.00$          31,230.00$          3,500.00$           (2,450.00)$          31,280.00$          

Alain Lamontagne Scholarship in Landscape 
Architecture

-$                       -$                       35,000.00$        -$                       35,000.00$        

Andre Schwabenbauer NAIT -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       

Günter A. Schoch Bursary 150.00$                55,820.00$         -$                       (4,050.00)$          51,770.00$           

Northern Research Bursary 14,420.00$          20,030.00$        2,120.00$            (70.00)$                 21,080.00$         

Donald Graham Bursary 15,030.00$         15,030.00$         14,680.00$          (800.00)$              28,910.00$          

Daniele Routaboule Travel Bursary -$                       -$                       35,140.00$          -$                       35,140.00$          

January 2019 - A. Schwabenbauer Scholarship funds will be redistributed; to endow NAIT ($35,000), and balance to Manitoba ($20,780 - new value of $41,470)

* All amounts have been rounded to the nearest $10 value.

-$                       

-$                       

-$                       

 Disbursed 

43,280.00$        

27,930.00$         

7,000.00$           

1,000.00$           

1,500.00$           

1,850.00$            

1,000.00$           

-$                       

-$                       

-$                       

-$                       

-$                       

-$                       

1,000.00$           

1,000.00$           

-$                       

1,000.00$           

-$                       
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SUPPORT OUR FUTURE

2018 is OALA’s 50TH BIRTHDAY
LACF is calling all OALA members to grow the legacy. 
We need to raise $100,000 to endow the Ontario 
scholarships at Guelph and Toronto. Generous 
contributions have already been made. Let’s celebrate 
OALA’s 50th birthday by building programs that make a 
difference. 

JOINING FORCES FOR THE FUTURE
LACF is looking to invest heavily in the future. We’re 
joining forces with regional LA components, our schools 
and our sponsors, to create and endow a partnered 
cross-country scholarship program. Our goal:  
scholarships for every accredited LA program in Canada!
Students are important to us. They are the future of 
the profession. To attract the best students and to   
encourage them in their studies, LACF wants to           
increase our awards to students.  

CROSS-CANADA PARTNERED SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarships offered at UBC and Montreal are now 
fully endowed thanks to BCSLA and AAPQ members 
and other generous donors. APALA and SALA offer 
awards that are also endowed. For Guelph, for Toronto, 
for Manitoba, for Calgary we have created scholarship 
endowment funds. 

OVER THE LAST 30 YEARS, LACF has invested close to 
$500,000 in Canada’s future.  LACF programs and  
activities have a unique Canadian focus. Every LACF 
grant, every bursary, every scholarship, promotes the 
profession through concrete support for research,  
communication and scholarship. LACF puts every 
donated dollar to use to advance the core values of the 
profession of landscape architecture.  It’s a legacy to be 
proud of.  LACF donors – past, present and future – are 
making the world a better place. 

To all of you, we want to say  

THANK YOU! 

DONATE NOW! 
LACF  | Make a donation online 
> http://lacf.ca/membership-support/donate-now

Send your donation by mail 
> LACF | FAPC  Treasurer
102 - 1637 West 5th Avenue, 
Vancouver BC, V6J 1N5

Send your donation by Interac e-TRANSFER 
> LACF@dkl.bc.ca  [att’n Treasurer]

contact > LACF@dkl.bc.ca

 1                                                         2                                                         3

4 5   6

 7                                                        8                                                        9

LACF | FAPC ANDRE SCHWABENBAUER NATIONAL  1. Lindsey McCain, 
Guelph BLA   2. Ms. Luozijie (Katherine) Xie, Guelph MLA   3. Vincent Javet, 
Toronto MLA   4. Nicole Alden, UBC MLA  5. Marianne Pascual, UdeM
MAP  6. Dilaxshy Sivagurunathan, Manitoba MLA
7. PETER KLYNSTRA MEMORIAL Aiden Fudge, Guelph MLA  
8. ATLANTIC LANDSCAPE LACF DALHOUSIE  Joan Cole, Dalhousie BLA
9. LACF / UBC SCHOLARSHIP IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Taylor Boisjoli, UBC MLA  
SALA ACADEMIC AWARD  to be announced   

2017 LACF | FAPC SCHOLARS 

LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE 
CANADA 
FOUNDATION

FONDATION 
D’ARCHITECTURE 
DE PAYSAGE 
DU CANADA 

LACF
FAPC

BY INVESTING IN SCHOLARSHIP ... 

 Fundraising campaign for oala 50th birthday and CSLA Congress
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Scholarship awards and recipients_ Bourses d’études et lauréat(e)s 2018

1. Beth Bray _ 
Peter Klynstra Memorial 
Scholarship

Beth Bray, a third year University 
of Guelph student, is the recip-
ient of the 2018 Peter Klynstra 
Memorial Scholarship.  Beth 
considers her roots to be in Nova 
Scotia where she spent most of 
her childhood. She intends to 
pursue a job with a Maritimes firm 
that gives attention to regional 
heritage, cultural preservation and 
research in their work. Winning 
this award means the world 
to Beth. It allows her to better 
concentrate on her studies and 
serves as a significant recognition 
from the Maritimes: the place she 
considers home.

2. Tara Kehler _ 
Atlantic Landscape 
Dalhousie Scholarship

“I am very excited to be the recip-
ient of this award, confirming my 
sense of belonging in the field of 
Landscape Architecture. Having 
moved and travelled extensively 
in my youth, I am aware of many 
cultures and spaces which inspire 
my work. My current focus is 
in designing accessible spaces, 
specifically for elderly people, 
to encourage outdoor activities 
and enhance human well-being.  
Landscape Architecture is the 
perfect blend of my two passions: 
horticulture and art. I have worked 
in nurseries in Manitoba and 
Ontario and am also a paper art-
ist.  I enjoy using these skills and 
knowledge to inform my work.”

3. Amélie Fortin _ 
50e anniversaire de 
l’AAPQ

Amélie Fortin est titulaire d’un 
baccalauréat intégré en 
environnement naturel et 
aménagè à l’Université Laval. 
Elle a tout d’abord participé à 
la conservation et à la gestion 
durable des milieux naturels 
avant de poursuivre ses études 
à l’Université de Montréal. Au 
cours de sa première année, elle a 
travaillé au sein de la Division du 
Développement Durable de la Ville 
de Québec en tant que stagiaire 
en architecture de paysage
“L’obtention de cette bourse 
représente une très belle recon-
naissance et je suis enchantée que 
mon travail se soit démarqué. Cela 
montre que mes efforts ont porté 
fruit… j’ai trouvé ma profession, 
celle qui me permettra dans un 
premier temps, d’épanouir mon 
côté créatif en concevant des 
espaces sensibles, diversifiés, 
agréables et durables qui 
répondent aux besoins de la 
collectivité et, dans un second 
temps, de tenter de résoudre 
certains enjeux 
environnementaux.”

The LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTURE 
CANADA 
FOUNDATION 
(LACF)
is the leading source 
of scholarships for 
LA students in 
Canada. 

Support LACF 

2018
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4. Nour Mahfou _ 
Andre Schwabenbauer / 
U de Montréal

Née en 1993 au Liban et diplômée 
en baccalauréat et maîtrise 
en architecture à l’Université 
Libanaise de Beyrouth, Nour est 
arrivée au Québec il y a deux ans, 
à la recherche de nouveaux défis 
académiques et culturels. 
Actuellement finissante à la 
maîtrise en architecture de pay-
sage, auxiliaire d’enseignement 
à l’Université de Montréal et 
employée au bureau de Beaupré 
et associés à Laval, elle s’intéresse 
surtout à l’exploration du sujet 
de la conservation du patrimoine 
Industriel.
“Je suis très honorée de 
recevoir cette bourse, elle revêt 
une importance symbolique dans 
le sens où la direction de l’école, 
en collaboration avec la Fondation 
d’Architecture de Paysage du 
Canada (FAPC) font l’effort de 
reconnaître et apprécier les 
étudiants studieux et mettre en 
valeur leur potentiels. Á cet égard, 
j’aimerais remercier tous mes pro-
fesseurs qui m’ont toujours aidé 
à donner de mon mieux, Cette 
bourse constitue une 
motivation pour moi de progresser 
et développer mes compétences. 

5. Kaja MacDonald _ 
Andre Schwabenbauer /
 U of Guelph, MLA

Kaja is a graduate of a visual arts 
program and holds an 
environmental geography degree 
from the University of Toronto 
where she was a recipient of 
the Canadian Association of 
Geographer’s Award. Her design 
approach is rooted in 
understanding a site’s context, 
natural systems and layers of 
history. She is a volunteer park 
advocate with Evergreen and 
a professional facilitator and is 
enthusiastic about the role 
landscape architects play in 
uniting disciplines and 
responding to environmental 
challenges. communication 
strategies. Kaja McDonald is in 
the third year of the University of 
Guelph MLA program. Her design 
work demonstrates attention 
to detail and quality of thought 
throughout the design process. 
Kaja’s thesis research 
investigates how communication 
theory aligns with landscape 
architecture processes to identify 
strengths and weaknesses in 
design. 

6. Jeryn Mackey _ 
Andre Schwabenbauer / 
U of Guelph, BLA

Jeryn Mackey comes from Fort 
St. John, a resource municipality 
located in northeast B.C. In the 
fourth year of the BLA program at 
the University of Guelph, she has 
a strong academic record and is a 
member of Sigma Lambda Alpha, 
the Honor Society of Landscape 
Architecture. Working with Urban 
Systems, Ltd, a multi-disciplinary 
consulting firm in western Can-
ada, has sparked her interest in 
design and planning.  Jeryn is 
passionate about improving 
liveability in small communi-
ties. Her thesis work is focused 
on gender sensitive design and 
women’s safety. Jeryn is moving 
back out west to continue working 
with Urban Systems and intends 
to pursue a master’s degree in 
planning. She enjoys skiing, cy-
cling, and hiking, especially in the 
beautiful countryside around her 
hometown.

7. Aaron Hernandez _ 
Andre Schwabenbauer / 
U of Toronto

Aaron Hernandez is a third-year 
student at the University of 
Toronto MLA program. His design 
work has consistently 
demonstrated equal measure of 
rigor and imagination that make 
for rich, nuanced, and surprising 
perspectives on the role of design 
in ecological and social processes. 
As research assistant, he has been 
instrumental in generating visual 
tools to enable interdisciplinary 
and multi-sectoral dialogue. He 
as also served as mentor in a 
newly launched Indigenous youth 
summer program intended to 
introduce high school students to 
architecture, landscape architec-
ture, environmental conservation, 
and traditional teachings.
Aaron currently works with the 
Ecological Design Lab where his 
research is focused on the visu-
alization of policy pertaining to 
wildlife crossing 
infrastructure and landscape 
connectivity. revitalization project. 
He currently serves as a teaching 
assistant for a graduate-level 
course Contemporary Landscape 
Theory and as a member of the 
editorial board of the OALA 
magazine, Ground.

La FONDATION D’ARCHITECTURE DE 
PAYSAGE DU CANADA (FAPC) est la source 
primaire de bourses d’études pour les 
étudiants en architecture de paysage au 
Canada...
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8. Elmira Sanati Nia  _ 
Andre Schwabenbauer / 
U of Manitoba

Prior to moving to Canada, Elmira 
was a high-performing 
architecture graduate and has 
adapted remarkably well to life 
and to studying in Winnipeg.  She 
has maintained a high GPA here 
and demonstrated an adept 
transition from working with 
buildings to planning and design 
work for broad regions and for 
large urban sites. A particular 
strength is her ability to conceive 
of outdoor spaces in terms of 
the human experience that they 
can create. This shift of focus is 
reflected in the topic area for her 
MLA practicum in which she is 
examining the role of the 
contemporary sublime in 
landscape architecture, 
particularly with respect to ruins. 
Elmira is a self-described design 
enthusiast. She is currently in 
her final year at the University of 
Manitoba where she is working 
on her practicum, “Ruins: The 
Aesthetics of Ambiguity,” under 
the supervision of Prof. Alan Tate. 
Before this, Elmira studied for a 
Bachelor of Architecture in Iran. 
She has been granted several 
awards and scholarships such as 
the prestigious Manitoba 
Graduate Scholarship. 

9. Justin Bhatia  _ 
Andre Schwabenbauer / 
University of Calgary 

Justin is a true student leader, 
representing other students and 
actively contributing to commit-
tees and events. He demonstrates 
integrity, a strong willingness to 
learn and improve his design skills 
and knowledge, a sense of hu-
mour, genuine interpersonal com-
munication skills and a willingness 
to work with others in a positive 
and effective manner. Justin is the 
kind of strong but compassionate 
individual that earns respect and 
is in turn respectful and inclusion-
ary in his dealings with others. 
Justin Bhatia grew up in Calgary, 
AB where he studied philosophy 
at the University of Calgary. He 
received his BFA in drawing and 
painting from Concordia Universi-
ty in Montreal, QC. An avid cyclist, 
nature lover and music enthusi-
ast, he is interested in enhancing 
ecological connectivity through 
linear systems that choreograph 
experience and connect people to 
place. Receiving the LACF Andre 
Schwabenbauer award allowed 
him to participate in a study 
abroad opportunity in Norway, 
examining winter city design and 
climate change adaptation, for 
which he is truly grateful.

10. Rebecca Anderson _ 
SALA Academic 
Award 

Rebecca was born and raised in 
Saskatoon where she received 
an honours degree in Geography 
from the University of Saskatch-
ewan. She is currently in her third 
year of the MLA program at the 
University of British Columbia, 
where she focuses on the history 
and theory of landscape repre-
sentation. Rebecca was honoured 
to receive the 2017- 2018 SALA 
Academic Award and is excited to 
see the discipline and practice of 
Landscape Architecture continue 
to grow in Saskatchewan. 

Investing in our 
LA students is an 
investment in our 
shared future. 
Make a donation 
and help a student 
today. 

2018
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12. Erin Boa-Brown _ 
UBC Scholarship in 
Landscape Architecture 

Erin Boa-Brown is receiving the 
Landscape Architecture Canada 
Foundation scholarship in recog-
nition of her true commitment 
to landscape architecture as a 
creative and theoretical endeavor 
which maintains a recognition 
that theory impacts practice.  
She also demonstrates a strong 
dedication to the field and has 
clearly shown positive outcomes 
of critically challenging our 
established perspectives and 
seeking new modes of practice.  
Erin is a recent graduate from the 
MLA program at the University of 
British Columbia having previ-
ously earned a degree in interior 
design from Algonquin College. 
Erin’s graduate thesis, entitled 
Landscapes of Exclusion, critiques 
Canada’s correctional system 
through a landscape architectural 
lens. The project continues to 
question the relationship between 
personal freedom, access to na-
ture, and social relationships. She 
is honoured to have been chosen 
as the recipient of this award, 
and hopes it continues to inspire 
creativity and curiosity in the field 
of landscape architecture. 

13. Lee Patola _ 
BCSLA Robillard 
Scholarship 

Lee is entering her second year at 
UBC as part of the Dual Degree 
Master of Architecture and Master 
of Landscape Architecture Pro-
gram. Her interest in the fictional 
worlds of film has informed her 
intention to create unique expe-
riences in the urban landscape, 
both private and public.
Lee previously completed a BFA in 
Film Production from UBC, with a 
focus on Production Design/Set 
Design. She is currently partici-
pating in an internship as part of 
the MITACS program regarding 
the impacts of sea level rise on 
the Fraser River Delta. Lee is 
honoured to have been chosen to 
receive the LACF Raoul Robillard 
Scholarship and is looking forward 
to continuing her education and 
design explorations.

14. Celia Winter_
Andre Schwabenbauer / 
UBC

Celia Winters is a Master of 
Landscape Architecture candidate 
at the University of British Colum-
bia. A multidisciplinary designer 
and artist with a background in 
communication and design, Celia 
transplanted to Vancouver a 
decade ago to pursue her creative 
profession and to enjoy the active 
outdoor lifestyle. 
Through her work, Celia is con-
tinually exploring how design can 
influence and benefit the built 
environment for the people and 
systems that reside within them. 
The Schwabenbauer Scholarship 
has allowed her to focus on her 
thesis studies by supporting her 
financially during her academic 
pursuits. Upon graduation this 
May, she hopes to intern abroad 
for a couple years before getting 
licensed and possibly starting her 
own practice.

11. Kathryn McCudden _ 
SALA 30th Anniversary 
Award 

After completing a BA in 
Philosophy at the University of 
Regina, Kathryn taught English in 
Japan and France for several years 
before returning to Canada to 
pursue an MLA at the 
University of Manitoba. Her 
research interests include prairie 
conservation, why and how we 
value landscapes, and whether 
social ontology can be applied in 
a meaningful way to landscape 
architecture.
Kathryn is very grateful to receive 
the SALA 30th Anniversary 
Academic Award. She says that 
of all the places to which she is 
attached, Saskatchewan is the 
landscape she loves the most, and 
it means a lot to her to be 
recognized and welcomed by 
SALA.

       Soutenir la FAPC

Lorsque nous investissons dans nos 
étudiants en architecture de paysage, 
nous investissons dans notre avenir 
commun. Faites un don et aidez un 
étudiant aujourd’hui.
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